Phase-inversion tissue harmonic imaging compared to fundamental B-mode ultrasound in the evaluation of the pathology of large and small bowel.
Our purpose was to compare phase-inversion harmonic imaging (PIHI) with conventional B-mode ultrasound (US) regarding image quality in the evaluation of bowel pathology. Forty-one patients prospectively underwent intestinal ultrasound scans with US and PIHI in randomly chosen order. Crucial technical parameters were standardized. Bowel morphology as well as perienteric pathology and complications were documented. In 24 cases, the ultrasound results were compared to those of other imaging modalities. Three radiologists evaluated (1) overall image quality, (2) lesion conspicuity and diagnostic confidence, and (3) detection of free fluid on hardcopy films. The ratings for image quality were compared using the two-sample paired t test for means and Bowker's test for symmetry (p=0.05). Compared to US, PIHI provided significantly better overall image quality, lesion conspicuity and diagnostic confidence, as well as better detection of free fluid (p< 0.05). Bowel wall pathology, detected by both modalities, showed good correlation to additional imaging modalities. In 12 patients (29.3%), a gain of crucial diagnostic information was observed with PIHI when compared to US. PIHI significantly enhances sonography of the intestine by offering better overall image quality, better visualization of bowel pathology and associated changes. Additionally, PIHI adds crucial diagnostic information in several patients.